Terrestrial: Planets paired into 4 about as-    Venus 2 [Pair: Uranus; PP27, OP28] and    Earth 3 [Pair: Saturn; PP36, OP37]. ‘36’
teroids: Planetary/Orbital Position (PP/OP) its pair retrograde; ‘27’ denotes law of colour denotes basic laws for arrival of consciousMercury 1 [Pair: Neptune; PP18, OP19] dispersed in the universe. The 3 basic colours ness in material body of species on Earth
is key to solar system; ‘18’ infers targeting and ensuing infinite shades are based on this. (birth, life, death); the unusual hexagon on
purity, separating vice from virtue; ‘19’ the Colour assists to distinguish objects and dis- Saturn’s north pole exposing law of 6 indiends of phases, and describes laws and basis tances; it’s a sublime Book of Law like maths. cates it. It interprets rules for obeying unseen
of deeds. The solar system is intended for ba- In atoms, 2 and 8 denote number of valence laws, imparting mutual respect, prompting
sic essential rules of human mind. Closeness electrons. Though impossible for the Creator goodness and desire to submit before One
to Sun, its orbit, motion and everything about to beget a child in His creation, the factual God. The magnificent, colourful Saturn rings
Mercury will be defined logically with proof. reason behind father-, mother-, child-beliefs indicate 7 colours of rainbow denoting ‘37’
Trigonometry is essential as triangle denotes needed to establish true human with identity (3 basic hues, elucidating 7). Earth typifies
the covenant between the Creator and crea- on Earth is being revealed. ‘Certainly Mary is motherhood, is kept for the living including
tion. Moses and hexagram denote covenant. chosen as the noblest of all women’ (Q3:42). humans (Q55:10). Visible marks on Moon’s
The Pyramids (4 triangles, 1 square) survived Venus, the planet with no light, shines bright- near face explain it’s a symbol for human.
as proof. Children of Israel will continue to be er than star, signifying and evidencing Jesus. ‘Time is near; Moon is interpreted’ (Q54:1).
foremost in knowledge as God’s rule (Q2:47). It’s time for the return of Jesus. ‘Behold, he Cause for Earth’s existence is evidenced by
Planetary characteristics related to the origin comes with the clouds; every eye shall see Moon, Saturn, all their phenomena and asterof matter, life, consciousness, the evolution of him’ (Rev.1:7). Significance of the pentagram oid. Muhammad delegated to receive oft-rehuman mind and arrival of prophets. The Ten and the relation of asteroids with the humans peating Quran. This marks the end of present
Commandments denote the digits (1 to 9, 0). will be explained; the solar system will testify. and start of the next unique phase for human.
 The FIRST EFFECT OF THE FIRST CAUSE: THE HUMANICS: THEN THE UNIVERSE 
Mars 4 [Pair: Jupiter; PP45, OP46]. ‘45’ Asteroids: Asteroid denotes human, is in- Gaseous: The terrestrial planets denote the
indicates that the interactions of the material tended for his creation, and is the cause for visible systems, and the gaseous the unseen.
world are based on the unseen causality and the solar system formation. The solar system Jupiter 5,6 [Pair: Mars; PP54, OP64] The
signifies the inner basis and omnipresence of guides humans to birth-intended destination. largest in mass and size with the most intense
maths. Denoting the sum of digits 1 to 9, it As the asteroid pairs with none, its pair is zero light in the night sky after Venus; great storm,
raises humanity towards its true destination; (salvation). Natural numbers and golden se- turbulence, calligraphy-like marks, the con‘5’ the only point where natural numbers and quence meet at 5. As human is the only crea- tinuously active great red spot are commandgolden sequence intersect denotes the most tion where all laws of golden ratio unite, that ments of Creator. Similar surface patterns on
important unique law of maths. The 4th orbit, position denotes him. It orders human mind Saturn signify important laws for humankind
presence of two small closely orbiting moons to be in the golden proportion on the basis of to learn. The foremost planet explaining all
prophets, covenant, provides first lessons
058 provide proof for Revealing Wisdom. It also
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THE ORBITING
explains why Jupiter is the largest. Mars at 4th most fundamental math laws of creation. Not about particle formation in golden ratio, their
denotes spread of matter; Jupiter at 6th estab- paired with anything else, human is paired distribution in universe, rules of each partilishes laws of nature and human mind. The only with salvation; for this, he is paired with cle, those between particles and between
disclosing phase of Furqan, definitions and everything else in the universe. Human can’t planets. Explains why humanity associated
mysteries of maths and Arabic system unite accept illogic. Reason for 9 orbits but 8 plan- names of gods and goddesses with planets,
at Mars and Jupiter. With it, all the prophets ets will describe why the asteroids were left stars and constellations. Meant to define creand laws of maths get exposed. Causal basis as dispersed matter at 5th orbit. Distribution ation and functioning of particles, deeper yet,
of colour and numbers must be learnt; logical of asteroids signifies very important but hid- the primary cause of the two, it offers endless
account for ‘angels’ too is to be comprehend- den concept. Nothing in the entire universe scope for future explorations. Its moons and
ed, including whether it is real or mythical. is nobler than human mind; this’ll be proved. phenomena on Io bring more explanations.
 The inevitable reality of HuemaTics: Basis of Hue And Mathematics 
Saturn 6,7 [Pair: Earth; PP63, OP73] Water Uranus 7,8 [Pair: Venus; PP72, OP82]. Very Neptune 8,9 [Pair: Mercury; PP81, OP91].
and light as rainbows flash pages of a great clear, precise reasons exist behind formation The blue represents consciousness, is given to
Book on Earth and a spectacular, standing of every planet, its nature and orbit. What the Earth’s sky and oceans; it eludes touch.
crown upon Saturn (jewel of solar system). causes Venus shine like a star and retrograde Target planet Neptune symbolises foremost
Dozens of moons, intense turbulence, marks makes Uranus retrograde differently with position of virtue as intended by human birth
like those on Jupiter, unusual hexagon, great an axial tilt of 97.770. The solar system is a and unity of society in creativity; it founds
white spot with inner glow, the mysterious markedly Great Book for intellectual human human species on the Earth. Its surface marks
look, reflecting the sunlight by own material to perceive wisdom of the unseen. Human is resemble earthly phenomena: schooling fish,
body (ring) to night-side provide clear proofs. enjoined with outflowing deeds. As explana- human eye. Despite being the smallest of sociReasons for the high-speed wind and rings of tion to everything, the Quran reveals Furqan eties, Children of Israel continue to contribute
water-ice will be disclosed. Saturn begins to now. Every existing and historic belief and immensely to science. They’re urged to learn
explain the causal basis of nature’s great Book philosophy such as the Hinduism, Jainism the Message closely and responsibly. Pages of
of Colour. Read along with its magnificent and Buddhism; Judaism, Christianity, Islam; enduring Great Book of Law the solar system,
rings, ‘He created the heavens and Earth in 6 Sikhism, Communism, Atheism, Agnosticism, opens up now with clear verifiable evidences
days; then mounted the throne’ (Q32:4); and Rationalism, and all others will be explained that human species is far above all present per‘His throne was upon water’ (Q11:7). Colour positively. Humankind will be guided to true ceptions in terms of capability and virtue. The
is denoted mathematically as 117 (Ch:41). foundations of every basic branch of science entire solar system from Mercury to Neptune
Fundamental facts behind formation of the such as physics, chemistry, biology, astrono- denotes 19, mathematics, and embraces from
universe and laws of creation of human mind my, maths and psychology in a logically per- first particle to the entire universe. It’s made
will be exposed; colour and maths will testify. fect way with a strong and clear causal basis. the abode for logically ideal human species.

